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TOP 25 (12U) PLAYERS/PROSPECTS
1. Jayden Reid, 5’3,1/2G, New Heights (NY) 2023
COLD BLOODED!!! Arguably the best player we saw all week, super shifty and crafty with the
basketball, a prototypical NYC PG with above average ball handling and a bag of tricks when it
comes to dribble moves. Very quick 1st step to go along with exceptional ball handling lets him get
downhill fast and keep defenders on their heels-can get to the rim and finish anytime he wants. He
also showed that he can knock down open shots from the mid-range and deep occasionally. One
to keep your eye on in the future.
2. Robert Dillingham, 5-4, CG, Team United (NC) 2023
Pesky little guard who moves his feet very well and harasses defenders with good on ball defense;
big time scoring guard who can use the dribble to get to the basket or knock down jump shots off
the catch or dribble. Very hard to stay in front of him with ball in his hands.
3. Jaylen Curry, 5-7, CG Team United (NC) 2023
Big time lefty scorer that excels in one on one situations. Knocks down the deep ball off the catch
and puts a lot of pressure on defenders with the dribble. Has a strong knack for putting the ball in
the basket and going on his own 10-0 runs on the offensive end of the floor. Plays with a chip on
his shoulder in which he is never intimidated and feels that he can get to the rim any time he wants.
4. Christopher Lockett, 5’10, SG Houston Hoops Blue Chips (TX) 2023
Long frame with long wingspan; once his body fills out he projects as a nice combo guard on the
next level. Right now he is a matchup problem because of his skills and length. Shoots the ball
very well from deep and can put it on the floor displaying a nice mid-range game. His strength right
now is scoring on the move via the dribble or screens. He has a very high basketball IQ and makes
good decisions of when to attack or pass. The kid is a natural scorer and one to watch in the future.
5. Amani Hansberry, 6-2, WF, Team Durant (MD) 2023
Runs the floor very well for a young player his size. He has a high basketball IQ at this age. Shows
good footwork and agility which he uses well to get in good rebounding position without fouling, has
potential to be a SF at the next level as he continues to develop and grow. He can put it on the
floor with ease from 15 feet out and did a really good job of flashing high post, facing up, and
attacking off the dribble.
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6. Kaleb Brown, 5’9, G, Team Loaded 757 (VA) 2023
Kid has a very high basketball IQ and was one of the better players we saw all week. A big guard
who is very poised under pressure and always seems to play at his own comfortable pace. Good
floor leader who demonstrates good floor vision when passing and keeps things moving smoothly
on the floor. Strong ball handling skills, knows when and how to attack defense for easy baskets
and plays on both ends of the floor. Didn’t see him take many outside shots but did knock down
several short jumpers with good elevation, form, and rotation. As he continues to grow and
develop, he should become a nice PG on the next level.
7. Caleb Williams 5’7 G Team Takeover (DC) Black 2023
Really polished young player that has a knack for scoring and really understands the game. Moves
well without the basketball and did a good job of making plays for himself and others. Good
basketball IQ. Attacks well off the dribble when attacking the rim or making the proper pass to
teammate for easy scores. Needs to improve at moving without the basketball and finding open
spots to get off his jump shot off. Good court vision.
8. Corey Kelly, 6’1, F, Houston Hoops Blue Chips (TX) 2023
Long arms and good length, frame will fill out as he continues to grow. Should project out to be a
SF on the next level with decent wing skills. Rim protector-blocks shots and controls the paint with
his size and athleticism, good timing and is a quick leaper which help to keep him out of foul
trouble.
9. Evan Smith 5-9, F, Team United (NC) 2023
Smooth versatile player that is a matchup problem at this age. He can play inside or outside,
facing up or with his back to the basket. A very good ball handler that attacks big men from the
perimeter with his dribble penetration and can finish at the rim. He will be a future guard and does
a really good job now of rebounding on both ends and using his quickness to explode pass
defenders off the dribble.
10. Tyler Ringgold 6-2, F, Houston Hoops Blue Chips (TX) 2023
Big physical post player that requires a double team every time he gets the ball near the basket.
Rebounds very well within his area and gets good low post position.
11. Dan Dunnington, 6-2, F/C, Team Durant (MD) 2023
Wide body post player with soft hands who finishes well with both hands around the rim.
12. Kanaan Carlyle, 5-7, SG, NSB J3 Elite (GA) 2023
Aggressive ball player with lots of swag. Loves to attack off the dribble with a full package of dribble
moves, very deceptive lefty who is crafty about getting into the lane and finishing over taller
players.
13. Mitchell Holmes, 5-7, F, RM5 Elite (TX) 2023
Really good athlete, looks like he may play multiple sports. Uses his quickness and explosiveness
to his advantage on the court. Did a really good job of attacking the rim from the baseline for easy
buckets. Loves to go over left shoulder to score when playing with his back to the basket. Did a
good job of blocking shots.
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14. Mackenze Mobako, 5-10, F, NY Rens (NY) 2023
Long frame, good athlete who uses his length well to finish in the paint over defenders. Displayed
nice shooting touch and form on his short jump shots. Did a good job of facing up on slower, bigger
players, beating them off the dribble to the basket. Showed that he can run the floor and finish well
in transition.
15. Corey Kelly, 6-4, C, Houston Hoops Blue Chips (TX) 2023
Nice size big that showed the ability to put the ball on the floor and make plays off the dribble. He
hit the boards and showed a nice touch from 10-12 feet.
16. Ty Cox, 5-11, F, RM5 Elite (TX) 2023
Long athletic post player with a good frame that should continue to fill out as he gets older. Good
motor, ran the floor well and seems to run and play up on his toes. Very active player on both ends
of the floor, always moving. Used his length well in passing lanes to cause deflections when they
pressured the ball. Has good athleticism that allows him to guard smaller quick guards with ease.
Finished well and scored in transition.
17. David Delaney, 6-1, C, Nightrydaz Elite (FL) 2023
Runs the floor well for a big bodied post player. Has big hands that he uses to grab rebounds on
both ends of the floor. He was very good in the paint, his length and quickness was too much for
most defenders. Blocked and altered shots all week and finished well through contact in the paint.
Did a good job of knocking down free throws and drawing fouls. Showed signs that he may be a
forward on the next level because of his ability to face up and attack the basket.
18. Horace Russell, 6-2, C, NOVA 94Feet (VA) 2023
Big low post player that is still growing into his body but did a good job of moving and showing
agility with his size at this age. Rebounds the ball very well and keeps it high. Great outlet passer
which triggers the fast break for his team. Still raw on the offensive end but that should come with
time. Good-looking prospect.
19. Nate Sasser, 5-8, G/F, Nightrydaz Elite 2023
Natural scorer who gets buckets with ease from anywhere on the floor. Solid ball handler with good
basketball IQ and decision making ability. Played with good pace and never seemed rushed on the
floor. Good balance and form on his jump shot.
20. Colin Reynolds 5-8 F, Team Takeover (DC) Black 2023
Low post player with strength that can grab rebounds and push it up in transition with solid ball
handling. Will grow to be a big guard or SF on the next level.
21. Zyon Little, 6-2, WF, Houston Hoops Blue Chips (TX) 2023
Nice size wing; showed he was comfortable handling the ball and making his share of plays in the
open court as well as around the basket.
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22. Jaylin Lucas, 5-8, G, WeIt Ballers (LA) 2023
Good jump shooter from mid-range and deep, knocks down deep 3’s if left unguarded. Passes the
ball well and makes good decisions with the ball off the dribble.
23. Thomas Holmes, 5-5, G, NSB J3 Elite (GA) 2023
Dribbles well with both hands and puts a lot of pressure on the ball with his defense. Moves feet
very well, good athlete with great lateral quickness and hands.
24. Donnell Campbell, 5’9, WF, New Heights (NY) 2023
Good athlete with a great motor and quickness to go with a long frame. He was very active all
week on the boards and around the glass. Showed that he can put the ball on the floor and slash to
the basket as well from about 17 feet out.
25. Matthew Cantor, 5’11, F/C New Heights (NY) 2023
Good looking post player for this age group who is good at stepping out to about 15 feet off pick
and pop situations to knock down a nice-looking jump shot. Good understanding and feel for the
game. Did a good job of flashing high post to rotate the ball on offense or relieve pressure on the
guards.
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BEST OF THE REST (Div. I)
(Players listed alphabetically)
David Anderson, 6-0, F Team Loaded 757 (VA) 2023
Long, agile post player who displayed some nice looking low post footwork and offensive moves around the
basket-very efficient when he has the ball in the painted area.
Nico Andrews 6-0, C, Riverside Hawks (NY) 2023
Long and thin but very active all over the floor-blocked shots all over the lane and rebounded the ball very
well on both ends of the floor-showed good lateral movement which allowed him to be able to switch out and
guard smaller players. Could easily be a perimeter player on the next level if he develops a jump shot and
ball handling.
Timayahs Bracey, 4-10, G, Dream Chasers United (NC) 2023
Lefty guard who moves well without the basketball to set up his jump shot. Really good jump shooter off the
catch.
Jeffry Bohlinger F ARC 2023 Elite (CA)
Solid player inside who did a good job of catching the ball on the move and finishing strong around the rim
through contact-did a good job of getting to the foul line.
Chris Brandt, 5-4, G, TN Dreamchasers (TN) 2023
Lefty guard with good ball handling skills-uses the dribble well to get in the lane or set up his pull up jump
shot.
Caleb Crawford, 5’0, PG, Riverside Hawks (NY) 2023
Quick little herky- jerky guard that loves to attack his defender off the dribble and get into the lane for easy
baskets-advanced ball handler for his age.
Jayden Deemer, 5-9, F, Total Package (TX) 2023
Very long player who uses length to help break press-gets really good low post position to get rebounds with
his length and wingspan. Keeps the ball high and away from smaller defenders.
Troy Giles, 5-6, G Team Loaded 757 (VA) 2023
A lefty shooter that consistently knocked down shots in rhythm off the dribble and did a good job of slashing
to the rim off dribble penetration. A solid ball handler.
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Curtis Givens, 4-10 PG, TN Dreamchasers (TN) 2023
Small guard who did a really good job of coming off screens and knocking down jump shots-shot the ball
well from deep and was pretty good in pick and roll situations.
Jaden Goodall, 5-4, SG, ARC 2023 Elite (CA)
Really good 3-point shooter, call him radar if he gets his feet set-lefty shooter who showed that he can
knock down shots with the best of them-did a good job of moving around the perimeter looking for open
spots to catch and shoot.
Dante Green, 5-6, 2/1G, Rens (NY) 2023
Solid ball handler who did a good job of getting his team in quick transition and early offense in half court for
easy buckets-pushes the ball up the floor well after made or missed shots which keeps the defense always
on its heels. Good feel for game and made good decisions with the ball in his hands resulting in really good
passes that lead to easy scores.
Tyler Husband, 4-10, G, GA Bison (GA) 2023
Little floor general that runs the offense; The ultimate coach on the floor. Well-rounded floor general.
Jalen Jones, 4-11, PG, TN Dreamchasers (TN) 2023
Passes very well with good court vision for his age-good feel for the game, a really smart PG. Good decision
maker.
Jordan Harris, 6-1, F, Arkansas Rising Stars (AR) 2023
Physical low post player that scores well in the paint and blocks shots-gets good low post position close to
the basket-did a really good job of going straight up with the basketball and not putting it down on the floor in
the lane for easy strips.
Robert Jones, 5-6, G, RM5 Elite (TX) 2023
Steps into his shot very well off the catch. Displayed a really good shooting form with a high release point
and rotation on his jump shot-good outside shooter.
Owen Landis, 5’7, F, Riverside Hawks (NY) 2023
Wide body big man that takes up a lot of space in the post at this age which makes him a tough player to
guard-plays to his strengths by always staying close or around the basket-not super athletic but does a good
job of using solid footwork and scoring abilities around the basket with both hands.
Charles Lewless, 5’1, PG, Oakland Rebels (CA) Black 2023
A smart little point guard who does a good job of running his team and distributing the basketball to
teammates-keeps dribble alive and doesn’t panic which helps him avoid double teams and traps-keeps his
head up looking to make the right pass and avoids over dribbling and turnovers by always making the easy
pass.
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Jalen Lewis, 6-1, F/C, Oakland Rebels (CA) Black 2023
Tall, wide body player who did a good job of establishing a presence in the lane on both ends of the floorgets his hands on a lot of rebounds in and around his area on both ends of the floor-solid athlete who uses
his size and length well to score easy baskets on offense and block or alter shots on the defensive end.
Terry McNeal, 5-0, PG, TN Dreamchasers (TN) 2023
Really crafty with the basketball off the dribble-makes plays and good decisions when the ball is in his
hands-strong ball handling skills which he uses to get by defenders for easy baskets.
Izaiah Millan, 5-3, PG, New Heights (NY) 2023
Small guard who is quick up and down the floor-did a good job of finding open shots space and knocking
down deep jumpers-shoots the ball well off the catch and showed that he can move well without the ball to
find open shots.
Kim Provost III, 5-6, G, WeIt Baller (LA) 2023
Aggressive on baller defender with very quick hands-does a really good job of attacking the rim off the
dribble from 17 feet out and finishes well at the rim.
Michael Reddick, 5-6, G, Arkansas Rising Stars (AR) 2023
Slashes well from the wing and attacks the basket well off the dribble-uses a nice little floater in the lane
when he can’t get all the way to the rim.
Tavarres Riley, 5-9, F, Team Takeover Orange (DC) 2023
Rebounds well on both ends and makes good outlet passes to start the break.
Nahaj Saleem, 5-5, PG, Tem Future (PA) 2023
Rebounds the ball very well on both ends of the floor-ran the floor well in transition and usually beat his man
to the other end-did a really good job of cleaning up any missed shots in transition for easy put backs and
gets good low post position on the blocks for easy baskets.
Gregory Shands, 5-9, F, WeIt Ballers (LA) 2023
Good face up post player with good hands-did a good job of catching and finishing well at the rim in traffic.
Courtland Simmons, 5-8, F Team Takeover Orange (DC) 2023
Solid all around young player; showed a nice touch from 12 feet and in; runs the floor; shows quick moves
around the basket and showed himself to be a the quick handed defender who didn’t mind mixing it up
around the basket.
Thomas Smalls, 5-6, F, MYGW 2023
Smooth combo forward who can play in the post or out on the wing-solid ball hander with crafty dribble
moves in and around the lane-very elusive with his dribble especially when being guarded by a post playeruses his length and size well to grab rebounds and finish easy baskets at the rim.
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Kelton Smith, 5-7, F/C, GA Kings (GA)
Wide body center that did a very good job of controlling the paint and post area-used his size well along with
his strength to carve out space inside without fouling to get low post position for easy buckets around the
basket and rebounds-did a good job of scoring inside even with contact and through traffic.
Kristan Spencer, 5-7, F, TN Dreamchasers (TN) 2023
Good athlete with really good timing and quickness-good leaper who blocked shots without fouling and
rebounded well from the weak side.
Cedric Taylor, 5-4, F, GA Bison (GA) 2023
Shoots the ball very well off the catch-knocks down open 3’s in transition and off ball rotation.
Aveion Terrell, 5-3, 2/1G, NSB J3 Elite (GA) 2023
Lefty little shooter who did a good job of opening the zones with his long-range shooting. Knocks it down
from deep.
Nehemiah Turner, 5-4, PG, NSB J3 Elite (GA) 2023
Smart little PG who is a good ball handler and uses his dribble to get in the lane and makes the right pass or
decision to score.
Jaiden Williams, 5-9, F, New Heights (NY) 2023
Wide body post player with solid hands and footwork-did a good job of defending the rim and rebounding
the ball on both ends.
London Williams, 6-2, F, NSB J3 Elite (GA) 2023
Rim protector and shot blocker who rebounded well on both ends of the floor and kept possessions alive for
his team on offense with his rebounding.
Vyctorius Miller G ARC Elite (CA) 2023
Solid guard who did a good job of displaying his ball handling skills and passing ability-made good decisions
with the ball and got easy buckets for teammates.
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Top Division II Players
Zoe Booker, 5-3, PG, Team United (NC) 2023
Sleek little guard; Tight handle; Shot it deep; Legit 3pt range on jumper; made solid decisions with the ball.
Jonathan Nsenkyire, 5-3, PG, NJ Bulldogs (NJ) 2023
Tough little guard; attack the basket relentlessly; scored amongst the big guys; penetrated; made countless
plays in the open court; hit the floaters and stroke the 3.
Dillon Fader, 5-4, PG, Charlotte Royals (NC) 2023
Good looking lefty guard; shot the 3 consistently from 18-20 feet; handle and made sound decisions with the
ball.
David Alexandre, 5-3, G, Stack 6 Beast (NJ) 2023
A long-armed guard with a really good motor and ball handling skills-was very active all week on both ends
of the floor by getting out in transition and beating defense down the floor for easy baskets.
Ty’Ray Bartholomew, 5-4, SG, River Region Raptors (LA) 2023
A nice lefty shooting guard who uses his dribble well to set up jump shot-has good ball handling skills to
keep defense honest and unable to key on his jump shot- puts the ball on the floor well when attacking the
rim-has really long arms and uses them well to elude defenders with his dribble.
Daron Baugh, 4-10, G, Hampton Hoyas (VA) 2023
Good court vision-solid ball hander who passes very well for this age-did a good job of running his team and
keeping everything under control.
Jordan Butler, 6-4, F/C, Team United (NC) 2023
Young big fellow; just scratching the surface of his potential; still learning to play with his size; showed a
couple of nice up and under moves in the paint…Jordan is a name to remember his brother is a legit 6-10
8th grader in the class of 2021
Dylan Blair, 4-9, G, WeR1, (DE) 2023
Shoots the ball very well from deep with 3- point ranger-does a good job of moving around the perimeter to
find open gaps in the defense to release his shot-good shooting form and technique-can play either guard
position-displayed good ball handling skills and is a good passer.
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Javon Buckery, 6-2, C, NYC Ballhoggs (NY) 2023
Huge wide body post player who does a really good job of rebounding on both ends of the floor-if he gets
his hands on it. Javon did a really good job of protecting the rim and defending the paint. P2/3
Kahdir Linon, 6-2, C, T-Town Ballerz (NJ) 2023
Big strong lefty post player who does a really good job of getting low post position and scoring in the paint
over his left shoulder.
Josiah Nance, 5-2, G Swish Basketball 2023
Solid little guard who gets into the lane and creates easy buckets for himself or teammates-good court
vision-passes well and uses the dribble well to get by defenders and into the lane.
Kaden Nickelson, 5-1, G, River Parish Knights (LA) 2023
Very athletic guard who can play multiple positions-very explosive off the dribble and uses his quickness to
get to the rim for easy lay ups.
Jadon Pace, 5-1, G, Hampton Hoyas (VA) 2023
Long frame guard with good ball handling skills that he uses well to get by defenders and out of trouble-has
a good feel for the game and knows how to score at this level-always looking to attack off the dribble and
did a good job of finishing well at the rim with both hands.
Nate Raub G Swish Basketball 2023
Attacks well off the dribble along the baseline-solid ball handler.
Hampton Sanders, 5-2, G, NJ Bulldogs (NJ) 2023
Attacks and scores well in transition-runs floor well and finishes on the break.
Branden Wade, 4-10, G-Dreamchasers United 2023
Small compact guard who handles the ball well and will knock down pull up jumpers off the dribble in
transition if you cut off the lane-shoots long range jumpers well off the dribble.
Montraivis White, 5-1, G, Carolina CAVS (NC) 2023
Plays very aggressive and is always moving with a high motor-loves to put pressure on his defender with
dribble penetration and did a good job of getting to the basket or the foul line.
Christian Williams, 6-2, C, Hampton Hoyas (VA) 2023
Really tall post player with good size and strength-currently plays in the post but could easily transition to
the perimeter on the next level with his knowledge and feel for the game-used his size and strength well to
get good low post position for easy scores at the basket-moved his feet well and has good agility with his
size-passed the ball well from the high post to other low post players.
Jamisen Young, 5-2, G, Evolution Elite (WI) 2023
A smart leader on the floor who does a really good job of controlling the offense-runs his team well by
making good decisions and getting everyone involve-keeps the floor balance with a strong basketball IQ and
good court vision.
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TOP 20 (13U) PLAYERS/PROSPECTS DIVISION I
1. Jaden Bradley, 6’1 PG CP3 (NC) 2022
Clearly the best player this week in the Division I National tournament. He had several games of
25 plus points and led his team to the National Championship. Solid basketball IQ and very poised
for such a young player; possesses excellent feel for the game and makes the game look very
easy, especially when he's attacking the rim. He's has good size right now for his position and did a
really good job of running screen and roll making good decisions with the ball all week.
2. Jordan Brewer,6’4, PF Atlanta Celtics (GA) 2022
Big time prospect with major upside and potential on the next level. lefty interior player who is
extremely active around the rim especially on the defensive end, blocks shots, alters and disrupts
shot in and around the paint; strong rim protector; still developing on the offensive end but it was
clear to see that as he grows and develops, the offensive aspect will come and he could easily be
one of the top players in the class.
3. Ryan Davis (W), 6-2, WF/G, Wellington Wolves 2022
Skilled point forward, can play the game, good athlete, strong, good feel for the game, good vision,
scores from all three levels, defends, active on glass, tough heady kid.
4. Jacari Henderson, 5-10, 1/2G, Team Florida Prospects 2022 (FL)
Future wing player who is long and bouncy with a nice-looking jump shot to go along with the ability
to attack of the dribble in space. Very explosive off the dribble and gets to the rim at will. Can get
to the rim at will. High level on ball defender with quick feet and hands to go with above average
lateral movement.
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5. Demari Henderson 5-10, PG, Team Florida Prospects 2022 (FL)
He and his twin brother are both long and bouncy guards who can get to the rim at will. High level
on ball defender with quick feet and hands to go with above average lateral movement. Seems to
enjoy playing defense and harassing opposing guards.
6. John Eason Jr, 6-5, PF Carolina Elite (NC): 2022
Played very well this week-strong post player who did a big- time job on the boards and protecting
the rim; good hands for a young post player and solid footwork; ran the floor very well especially in
transition.
7. Greg Glenn III, 6-5, F, Night Ryders (FL) 2022
Very skilled all-around athletic player possesses perimeter and low post skills, defends the rim,
solid passer from wing and high post, very smooth scoring the ball and can do it from all 3 levels,
very impressive this week, only negative was that he took some plays off at times. P4/5
8. Marquise Rice, 6-2, WF/G, Team Wall (NC) 2022
Strong athletic wing, handles, solid vision in transition, physical finisher at the rim,
defends/rebounds, slashing scorer, attacks with the dribble to score or dish, nice mid-range pull up.
9. Isaiah Foster, 5-8 PG, RM5 Elite (TX) 2022
Lead guard, does solid job initiating the offense, athletic, handles, solid finish in the lane with both
hands, willing defender, quick first step and good post entry passer.
10. Jalen Applewhite, 6-3, WF/SG, B.T.B. Elite (NC) 2022
Long, lanky framed wing player who excels right now in transition finishing well at the rim; solid ball
handling skills and good rebounder which allows him to grab rebound and push it up the floor for
easy buckets; good playmaker from the wing position as well.
11. Tyrese Elliott, 6-0, PG, MC Warriors (AL) 2022
He was impressive showing off his ability to finish around the rim using both hands, his ability to
drive downhill & his intensity on the defensive end.
12. Justice Williams, 6’2, PG Hilltopper Heat (NJ) 2022
The long and lanky point guard who can score at all three levels. He's able to get to the rim at will,
and uses his length to disrupt passing lanes on the defensive end.
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13. Jalen Hood-Schifino, 6'2" G Team Charlotte (NC) 2022
Strong bodied athlete who is deceptively quick and very skilled.
14. David Solomon, 6’4, PF, Team Ultimate (VA) 2022
Smooth stroke on free throw, athletic forward, good hands/feet, finisher at the rim,
rebounds/defends on or off the ball, bouncy athlete, shot blocker.
15. Nolan Ford 6-6, PF, Big Shots Elite (NC) 2022
Very soft touch in and around the paint for a young player this size-did a really good job of slashing
and driving to the rim off the dribble; Still somewhat raw but you can see that he is starting to
understand the flow of the game and get use to his body changing and developing. As he
develops and fills out, he has the potential to be a big-time player.
16. Quinn Clark 6-3, WF, Team Ultimate (VA) 2022
Skilled athletic forward, inside/outside skills, runs floor, rebounds/defends, good passer, soft touch
on shot, relief ball handler against pressure, very smooth player, mid-range shot.
17. Jahari Clemons, 6-1, 2/1G, Thunderstruck 2022
Strong athletic combo, consistent scorer from 2 levels, handles, uses dribble to score or create for
others, defends, high motor guy, played well.
18. David Solomon, 6-3, WF/G, Team Ultimate 2022
Smooth stroke on free throw, athletic forward, good hands/feet, finisher at the rim,
rebounds/defends on or off the ball, bouncy athlete, shot blocker.
19. Quinn Clark, 6-3, WF, Team Ultimate 2022
Skilled athletic forward, inside/outside skills, runs floor, rebounds/defends, good passer, soft touch
on shot, relief ball handler against pressure, very smooth player, mid-range shot
20. Julian Brown, 5-9, 1/2G, Sean Kilpatrick Elite 2022
Shake and bake combo guard, good feel, passer and scorer, uses dribble to create for himself or
teammates, sneaky defender – reads passing lanes well, 3-point range, tough competitor, nice little
floater, good hesitation moves off the dribble.
Davon McKayhan, 6-2, WF/G, C2C Phenoms (NC) 2022
Ridiculous athleticism, 4 dunks in one game, defends up/down, active rebounder, handles,
distributes, scores with dribble, showed everything except consistent jumper, impressive athlete.
Joel Baez, 6-0, 2/1G, Sean Kilpatrick Elite 2022
Athletic wing, solid handle in transition, slashing scorer, good passer off the dribble, good feel,
does a lot of little things, rebounds/defends, mid-range skills,
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Dayveon Turner, 5-11, SG, Indiana Elite (IN) 2022
Athletic guard, good size/feel, tough scorer off the dribble, mid-range pull up, defends, plays well in the
system or off script when you need a bucket, lefty, active defender, tough slashing moves with finish, can
get a little turnover prone when trying to do it by himself but always made up for with effort on defense.

BEST OF THE REST (Div. I)
(Players listed alphabetically)
Fritz Ven-Allen, 6-2, WF, FL Team Prospects (FL)
Athletic forward, active defender, runs well, blocks shots, and finishes plays at the rim with quickness and
athleticism.
Jeremy Aldrich, 5-10, G, Team Wall (NC) 2022
Lefty guard, knocks down the 3-pointer consistently when coming off sets, picks and off the dribble also
showed a decent handle. That part of his game need to improve if he doesn’t grow.
Omari Abor, 6-1, F, RM5 Elite (TX) 2022
Wide body post, rebounds/defends, athletic, showed the ability to move up to the high post and be an
effective passer, decent catch and finish at the rim, complimentary player right now.
Harrison Alexander, 6’4, F, CP3 (NC) 2022
Very bouncy and athletic kid with a decent motor who likes to play above the rim; did a decent job of
finishing plays at the rim in transition but needs to develop move low post offensive moves. Showed promise
as an efficient rebounder on both ends of the floor on the glass.
Brewer Applegate (W), 6-0, WG, Wellington Wolves 2022
Forward, solid fundamentals, face up skills, baseline skills, active on defensive glass, solid passer in half
court, solid finish, 3-point range, with improved handle could become full time wing.
Makhail Barrett, 6-0, C, Team Takeover Orange (DC/MD) 2022
Active, plays with a lot of intensity, rebounds, defends, decent finisher in the lane.
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Fabio Basili, 5-6, WG, Florida Prospects (FL) 2022
Smooth, athletic guard who loves to slash and attack the rim off the bounce; very good first step which he
uses well to get by defenders; rebounds the ball well from the guard position and did a good job of usually
guarding the opposing team’s best scorer. Seems to always be in attack mode.
Shawn Battle 5-5, PG, Team Big Dreams/Red (PA) 2022
Really crafty, lefty ball handler who uses dribble penetration and change of direction to get into the lane and
finishes with both hands at the rim.
Cartier Beverly, 5’3 G Team Thad (TN) 2022
Aggressive little guard who is very elusive with the dribble and knows how to score; uses speed and
quickness to keep defenders off balance as he attacks the rim.
Anthony Boffa-Taylor 5’7 F Team Big Dreams/Red (PA) 2022
Good hands-catches the ball well on the move and finishes well around the rim with both hands.
Naviek Bordon 6-3, C/F, ELMCOR (NY) 2022 C
Big body, physical low post presence in the lane who defends well around the basket and protects the rim;
solid shot blocker in the painted area.
Jasir Carter 5-7, G, NJ Bulldogs (NJ) 2022
Strong athletic guard, attacks with dribble moves to score or dish, confident ball handler.
Jaques Cazeau, 5-10, PG, Boston’s Finest (MA) 2022
Strong power guard, scores with dribble or pull up jumper, aggressive defender, capable handler, strong
dribble moves to score.
Deshawn Jean-Charles, 6-2, WF, Go Hard Elite 2022
Long athletic forward, scores with his athleticism, defends up or down, serviceable perimeter handle, good
motor, limited skill development to this point, and makes free throws, solid finisher.
Darius Coleman, 5-11, G/F, Riverside Hawks (NY) 2022
Long frame, rebound the ball very well, runs the floor-very versatile player who is able to guard multiple
positions on the defensive end, solid ball handler who can rebound the ball and initiate the break in
transition; did a good job of attacking the rim off the dribble.
Calvin Cooper, 5-9, G, Thunderstruck 2022
Dominate dribbling player, decent finish at the rim, defends, turnover prone when pressured.
Kam Craft 6-0, G Mac Irvin Fire (IL) 2022
Nice looking rotation on his jump shot-good looking stroke and release; did a good job all week of knocking
down open shots and kept the defense honest by putting it on the floor occasionally to attack off the dribble.
Bryce Dailey, 5-4, PG Team Thad (TN) 2022
Scrappy, versatile player that can play and defend multiple positions; knocks down open 3’s off the catch
and shoot and is an efficient ball handler; rebounds very well for a small guard.
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Jaydan Daughtry, 6-1, WF, VA Havoc (VA) 2022
Athletic forward, finisher in transition, slashing scorer, long athlete, handles, attacks rim with dribble, lefty,
good looking stroke to 3-pt line but shots were not falling for him.
Jeffrey Davis (W), 5-9, PG, Team Takeover Orange, (DC/MD) 2022
Decent handle, spot up shooter, 3-pt range.
Aaron Delince, 5-7, PG, Go Hard Elite 2022
Strong physical guard, 3-pt range, active on glass, tough on ball defender, solid handle.
Frederick Dilione, 6-1, WF/G, C2C Phenoms (NC) 2022
Athletic, 3-point range, uses quickness to get into the lane to score, active on ball defender, solid court
vision, plays out of position on this team but projects forward as a wing guard.
Antonio Dilworth, Jr. 5-3, PG Team Thad (TN) 2022
Shoots the ball well off the catch; has a nice high release point and good rotation on his shot; when his feet
are set, its automatic.
Harold Draper III, 5-1, PG Team Thad (TN) 2022
Strong, physical guard who makes good decisions when the ball is in his hands-good passer and always
plays with his head up looking for the next pass.
Jayden Epps 5-10, 1/2G, Dream Chasers United (VA) 2022
Good distributor, scored the ball from all three levels but needs to become a little more consistent from the
3-point line. Great feel for the game, demonstrated really good decision making with ball. Tough on the ball
defender.
Devan Farrell, 5-10, 1/2G, Atlanta Celtics (GA) 2022
Handles, solid vision, can score it at all 3 levels but jumper can be streaky, tough on ball defender, strong
athlete.
Matthew Filpowski (W), 6-5 C, Courtmasters Elite (NY) 2022
Solid back to the basket moves, good hands, solid footwork, lacks vertical explosion but uses length to
defend the rim and rebound.
Devan Farrell, 5-10, PG, Atlanta Celtics (GA) 2022
Handles, solid vision, can score it at all 3 levels but jumper can be streaky, tough on ball defender, strong
athlete.
Shane Fernaki, 6-3, F, CP3 (NC) 2022
Solid feel for the game and good understanding of how to make plays; knocked down open shots from the
outside and played well with his back to the basket.
Jaylen Forbes- 6’3, PF, Courtmasters Elite (NY) 2022
Big wide body post, lacks verticality but uses size and strength to score and rebound, solid rim protector,
good motor.

.
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Kyle Gaskins, 5-9, 2/1G, Severn Elite (MD) 2022
Scoring guard, uses dribble or the jump shot to get buckets, 3 pt. range, athletic slasher type, and plays
hard on both ends, thinks like a sorer.
Hisha Givens, 6-0, WF, Go Hard Elite 2022
Athletic forward, baseline skills, active on defensive glass, coast at times.
Brandon Graves, 6-0, G, Future 2022
Athletic baseline forward, gets tough buckets in the lane, solid handle in transition, physically strong player,
uses dribble to attack the rim, defends/rebounds.
Jeremy Gregory, 6-2, C, Team Loaded 704 (VA) 2022
Very long wing possesses good size…huge feet so he will continue to grow and fill out his frame as D1
prospect. He isn’t really polished as of right now in the post, but Jeremy showed really good signs with
decent hands, finish ability around the basket, also did a good job of sealing and playing big on both ends of
the floor.
Johnathan Guerrier, 5-9, SG, Boston’s Finest (MA) 2022
Strong physically imposing wing player, aggressive defender, solid handle, mid to 3 point range on Jumper,
good feel for the game.
Preston Howard, 6’3, WF, Severn Elite (MD) 2022
High/low post player, decent finisher off the catch, lacks verticality, still growing into his body, finish is a little
inconsistent because he needs to get stronger.
K. Nicholas Harrell 6’2 152 F Mac Irvin Fire (IL) 2022
Long athletic frame-moves well without the ball—runs the floor well in transition with good hands and
showed the ability to catch the ball on the move; good athlete who finished well in traffic.
Bradlee Haskell, 5-9+, 2/1G, C2C Phenoms (NC) 2022
Strong athlete, solid ball handler, decent floor vision, active rebounder from guard spot, good utility player,
needs to improve finish.
Ka’mari Haston, 5-11, SG, Wellington Wolves 2022
Athletic wing, lefty, slashing scorer, solid handle, active defender.
Sterling Henderson, 5-9, G, Game Elite (GA) 2022
Quick scoring combo guard, good floor vision, uses dribble to score or set up teammates, tough on ball
defender, handles under control.
Trent Hendricks, 6-0, F, VA Havoc (VA)
Burly low post forward, does his damage 12 feet and in, finish at the rim, defends/rebounds.
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Kamal Francis, 5-9, G, 6th Man Warriors (MD) 2022
Quick athlete, more wing then guard, attacks with the dribble, defends, dribble dominant at times, thinks like
a scorer.
Jeff Howard, 6-2, SG, Night Ryders (FL) 2022
Long athletic guard, handles, solid vision, scores with the dribble, nice little mid-range pull up, makes good
decisions in transition, shows catch and shoot ability and is a capable defender.
Preston Howard, 6-3, F Severn Elite (MD) 2022
High/low post player, decent finisher off the catch, lacks verticality, still growing into his body; finish is a little
inconsistent because he needs to get stronger.
Joseph Jordan 6-0, WF, Game Elite (GA) 2022
Athletic wing forward, some perimeter skills, slashing scorer, defends up or down, quick end to end.
Noah Kattan, 5’5 G South FL Disciples (FL) 2022
Good shooter who moves well without the ball and gets easy open looks which he knocks down in rhythm
with a quick release.
Nicholas Klaiber (W), 5-9, PG, Indiana Elite (IN) 2022
Solid guard skills, solid decision maker in transition, fits system, 3-point range, capable defender.
C.J. Lee, 5-9, WF, 6th Man Warriors (MD) 2022
Athletic wing forward, bit of a tweener size wise, defends, adequate handler, active rebounder, slashing
scorer.
Estaban Lluberes, 5-8, 1/2G, Go Hard Elite 2022
Attacking combo guard, 3 point range, decent drive and dish skills, nice looking stroke, handles, plays with a
lot of confidence, solid decision maker, plays with strength.
Joseph Legardye, 5-9, G, TSI Elite 2022
Quick active guard, 3-point range, slashing scorer off the dribble, solid on ball defender, solid handle in
transition, scorer’s mentality.
Conner Lyons, 6-1, F Riverside Hawks (NY) 2022
Fundamentally solid young player who does a great job of keeping the ball up high and away from smaller,
quicker players; still developing and growing into his body but shows good promise will a solid feel for the
game; plays to his strengths and will develop as he gets older.
John McCabe, 5’8 G Courtmasters Elite (NY) 2022
Solid guard skills, spot up 3-point shooter.
Nicolas McClure, 5-5, PG, Team Takeover Orange (DC/MD) 2022
Quick hands on defense, knocks down the shot to 3-pt line, solid handle.
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Paul McMillan IV, 5-11, PG, All-Ohio Red (OH) 2022
He is a strong, physical guard who understands how to use his combination of strength, speed, and ballhandling skills to put a lot of pressure on opposing players and teams; great ability to slash and create plays
for himself or others; does an excellent job of getting his team in transition early for easy buckets and
passes well when not scoring. Has a good understanding of when to score and pass.
Cameron Miller, 6-1, F Memphis War Eagles (TN) 2022
An undersized post player with a high motor and good versatility on both ends of the court; His agility and
athleticism allows him to be super versatile in guarding multiple positions on the defensive end and a court
Nightmare on the offensive end; Displayed a nice mid-range game and ability to knock down the long ball off
the catch; Decent post moves and footwork when playing with his back to the basket.
Bryson Moore 5-10, G, Team Ultimate (VA) 2022
Athletic guard, midrange to 3-pt line on shot, catch and pop guy, uses the dribble to set up his shot, solid
defender, decent handler, made some plays through contact.
Jacob Newman 5-9, PG, Team Loaded 704 (VA) 2022
Gets to the rim whenever he wants with strong dribble penetration and strength. Good lefty guard who uses
his body and strength well to get to the basket.
Jack O’Connor (W), 6-2+ C, Team Takeover Orange (MD/DC) 2022
Solid hands/footwork, solid catch and finish in the lane, willing defender, active on the defensive glass,
improved during the week at playing through the contact.
Julian Phillips, 6-3, WF/G, Capitol City Vipers 2022
Long skinny post player, needs to get stronger, defends, shot blocker, solid finisher with both hands, runs
floor well, competes on both ends, back to the basket skills developing.
Andrew Redd 5-11, PG Mac Irvin Fire (IL) 2022
Good size for a point guard at this age and did a really good job of pushing the ball up the floor on makes
and misses which helped take advantage of the defense not being set; use his quickness and ball handling
to get by bigger/slower players off dribble penetration.
Christian Reeves 6-2, F, CP3 (NC) 2022
Does a good job of moving without the basketball and knocking down open shots from about 15-17 feet;
more of an athlete right now without a clear-cut position but does a good job of running the floor, filling the
lane, and finishing above the rim.
Joel Starlings, 6-3, WF, VA Havoc (VA) 2022
Big wide body post, lefty, uses body to create consistent scoring opportunities in the paint, shows some
perimeter handle, very active on the glass, blocks shots, left hand dominant at this point but effective.
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Peter Suder (W), 6-0, 2/1G, Indiana Elite (IN) 2022
Fundamentally sound wing, solid handle, good passer within offensive structure, good feel, solid finish at
rim, 3-point range, nice floater, little more athletic than you think.
Martthias Roberson, 6-1, F RM5 Elite (TX) 2022
Aggressive physical forward, bull on the baseline, unorthodox finisher but effective, active on the glass
especially on the offensive end, defends, tweener size wise whose game is strictly in the paint right now but
is very effective.
Deshawn Harris-Smith, 5-10, G, Team Takeover Orange (MD/DC) 2022
Lefty, scores off the dribble, mid-range pull up, handles, solid floor vision in transition, capable defender,
and plays with a lot of emotion.
Robert Sparks 5-10, PG, Atlanta Celtics (GA) 2022
Physically strong athlete, handles, solid half court vision, defends, uses the dribble to score at the rim.
Marquis Sykes 6-2, F, RM5 Elite (TX) 2022
Athletic forward, very active on both ends, effective scorer 12 feet and in, rebounds/defends, quick end to
end, plays with a very high motor.
Elijah Tay, 6-0, F, NJ Bulldogs (NJ) 2022
A physical forward, lefty, high/low skills, rebounds/defends, finish at the rim, good hands/feet, shows enough
handle to get to the rim, solid passer in half court, good body control, didn’t show range.
Quentin Toulson, 6-2 Forward Dream Chasers United (VA) 2022
Lefty who can catch and finish on the move, athletic, defends, scored in the paint with quick moves off the
catch.
Mamadou Traore, 5-11, 2/1, Gourtmasters Elite (NY) 2022
Lefty has good floor vision, can score points in bunches, solid handle, defends, plays with intensity but did
not see extended range on shot.
Darrell Victory, 5-8, G, Riverside Hawks (NY) 2022
Solid point guard who knows how to use his combination of speed and quickness off the dribble to get the
ball up the court quickly in transition for easy scores; he did a good job of attacking the defender and rim off
the dribble looking to score or make easy plays for his teammates in scoring position.
Cameron Walker, 6-2+, F, Atlanta Celtics (GA) 2022
Strong athletic frame, competes on both ends, high/low skills, active on the glass, can get to the rim off the
dribble, finish needs to become more consistent.
Raymond Watts 5-10 WF Severn Elite (MD) 2022
Wing, scores consistently from 15 feet and in, stand still 3-point range, very quick athlete.
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Levertis Williams, 6-0, F, Go Hard Elite 2022
Athletic, skills from wing to baseline, slashing scorer who can also get buckets as a catch and finish guy,
defends/rebounds.
Geremy Valez, 5-9, 2/1G, FL Team Prospects (FL) 2022
Athletic combo guard, tricky handles, and uses dribble to create for himself and others, quick hands on
defense.
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Top 10 Division II
Players/Top Performers
1. Zaire Baines 5’10 CG Seaford Heat (NY) 2022
A very strong, physical, lead guard who knows how to play the game. He uses his strength and
feel along with his physical football frame to hold off defenders on dribble penetration to the rim.
Puts a lot of pressure on the defense because he is a multi-threat player with the dribble, pass, and
shot. An above average ball handle who knows that he can get pass any single defender off the
dribble and does a great job of getting to his spots on the floor to force the defense on its heels.
Finishes very well at the rim through contact with either hand or gets to the free throw line where
he knocks down free throws at a high percentage. Passes ball very well and is very explosive with
his first step. Clearly the best player in Division II we saw all week.
2. Samuel Okunlola- 6-2, C, Boston’s Finest (MA) 2022
Strong physically imposing post player, moves well without the ball to establish low post position,
strong hands, defends, very active on the glass, can face up and hit the Jumper 15-17 feet, finisher
at the rim, competes on both ends of the floor.
3. Robert Dillingham, 5-4, 1/2G, Team United (NC) 2023 12U
Pesky little guard who moves his feet very well and harasses defenders with good on ball defense;
big time coring guard who can use the dribble to get to the basket or knock down jump shots off the
catch or dribble. Very hard to stay in front of him with ball in his hands.
4. Nicholas Townsend 6-1, F/C, SK Elite Basketball Club (NY) 2022
Strong post player who does a good job of turning over his left shoulder to score easy baskets in
the paint. Does a good job of establishing good low post position for easy baskets.
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5. Jaylen Curry, 5-7, 1/2G, Team United (NC) 2023 12U
Big time lefty scorer that excels in one on one situations. Knocks down the deep ball off the catch
and puts a lot of pressure on defenders with the dribble. Has a strong knack for putting the ball in
the basket…Plays with a chip on his shoulder in which he is never intimidated and feels that he can
get to the rim any time he wants.
6. Jalen Fleming WG Rising Stars Perry (NY) 2022
Long arms and frame, which should fill out as he gets older and stronger. Handles the ball well
and pushes up in transition off of rebounds or outlet passes. Really good and starting the break in
transitions and usually makes good decisions in the open floor.
7. Evan Smith, 5-9 F Team United (NC) 2023 12U
Skilled versatile player that is a matchup problem at this age. He can play inside or outside, facing
up or with his back to the basket. A very good ball handler that attacks big men from the perimeter
with his dribble penetration and can finish at the rim. He will be a future guard and does a really
good job now of rebounding on both ends and using his quickness to explode pass defenders off
the dribble.
8. Jack O’Connor, 6’2+, C, Team Takeover Orange (DC) 2022
Solid hands/footwork, solid catch and finish in the lane, willing defender, active on the defensive
glass, improved during the week at playing through the contact.
9. Jaydan Daughtry, 6-1, WF, VA Havoc 2020
Athletic forward, finisher in transition, slashing scorer, long athlete, handles, attacks rim with
dribble, lefty, good looking stroke to 3-point line but shots were not falling for him.
10. Manuel Hernandez, 6-2, C, SK Elite Basketball Club (NY) 2022
Big physical post player that bangs and bruises inside for easy rebounds and put back baskets.
Plays well through contact and physical play.
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BEST OF THE REST (Div. II)
(Players listed alphabetically)
Zane Adnan, 5-8, 2/1G, Team Takeover Orange (DC) 2022
Solid handle, decent vision, initiated everything through his strong hand.
Makhail Barrett, 6-0, Team Takeover Orange (DC),2022
Active, plays with a lot of intensity, rebounds, defends, decent finisher in the lane.
Noah Best 5’8 WF SK Elite Basketball Club (NY) 2022
Big guard who used his size well to get by defenders; passed the ball well into the post
Jaques Cazeau, 5-10, F, Boston’s Finest (MA) 2022
Strong power guard, scores with dribble or pull up jumper, aggressive defender, capable handler, strong
dribble moves to score.
Dion Conners 5-8, F, Ohio Varsity (OH) White 2022
Good looking guard who does a good job of running the team and keeping them in their offense. Poised
floor leader.
Jeffrey Davis (W) 5-9, Team Takeover Orange (DC) 2022
Decent handle, spot up shooter, 3-pt range.
Micah Davey 5-7 F Louisiana Jaguars (LA) 2022
Solid body player who scores well around the glass; does good job of getting in position for weak side
rebounds and easy put backs against faster and more athletic players. Plays to his strengths.
Jayden Epps, 5-10, PG, Dream Chasers 2022
Good distributor, scored the ball from all three levels but needs to become a little more consistent from the
3-pt line. Great feel for the game, demonstrated really good decision making with ball. Tough on the ball
defender.
Markeese Green 5-10, F, Team Loaded - 2022 (VA)
Athletic, competes on both ends, limited perimeter skills, slashing finisher, hardnosed defender.
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Johnathan Guerrier, 5-10, WF, Boston’s Finest (MA) 2022
Strong physically imposing wing player, aggressive defender, solid handle, mid to 3-point range on Jumper,
good feel for the game.
Trent Hendricks 6-0, F, VA Havoc (VA) 2020
Burly low post forward, does his damage 12 feet and in, finish at the rim, defends/rebounds.
Sean Garcia-Lee, 5-7 WG, SK Elite Basketball Club (NY) 2022
Smooth ball handler who uses the dribble very well to get in the paint for easy baskets and high percentage
shots or passes to teammates for easy scores.
Nicolas McClure, 5-5, PG, Team Takeover Orange (DC) 2002
Quick hands on defense, knocks down the shot to 3-point line, solid handle.
Jack Rose, 5-6, G, WI Evolution Elite 2022
Very poised and under control guard with a high basketball IQ; makes great decisions with the ball in his
hand; good ball handler and scores well off the dribble when needed.
Javan Simmons 5-7, F, Ohio Varsity (OH) White 2022
Strong, physical body player who uses his strength well to hold off defenders around the basket
Deshawn Harris-Smith 5-10, PG, Team Takeover Orange (DC) 2022
Lefty, scores off the dribble, mid-range pull up, handles, solid floor vision in transition, capable defender,
and plays with a lot of emotion.
Ryan Smith, 5-6, PG, Team Loaded (VA) 2022
Quick lefty, nice little floater in the lane, solid court vision, handles.
Joel Starlings, 6-3, C, VA Havoc (VA) 2020
Big wide body post, lefty, uses body to create consistent scoring opportunities in the paint, shows some
perimeter handle, very active on the glass, blocks shots, left hand dominant at this point but effective.
Malachi Washington, 5’11+ Forward Team Loaded (VA) 2022
Active on both ends of the floor, high motor guy, finisher at the rim, defends, boards, skills confined to the
paint area, athletic kid.
Javier Willis 5-1, PG Ohio Varsity White (OH) 2022
Long framed, good athlete, blocks shots, and controls the paint on both ends.
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Top 10 7th GRADE BASE
Players/Top Performers
1. Asa White, 6-6 WF Team Wall (NC) 2022
One of the best prospects we saw all week with high major potential and upside. Great size and
length currently and knows how to use it to his advantage. Long arms which helps him rebound in
and out of his area, and a smooth game with handles that lets him push the ball and attack off the
dribble.
2. Reginald Bass 6-1 G Indiana Elite (IN) 2022
Athletic guard, good size/feel, tough scorer off the dribble, mid-range pull up, defends, plays well in
the system or off script when you need a bucket, lefty, active defender, tough slashing moves with
finish, can get a little turnover prone when trying to do it by himself but always made up for with
effort on defense.
3. Devantes Cobbs,6-2, SF Wisconsin United (WI) 2022
The most explosive athlete we've encountered so far here in Greensboro, NC this week. He plays
every position on the floor for his team, and has proven to be one of the hardest working players in
the event. Once his skills begin to blossom, he's going to be an absolute problem.
4. Trejuan Holloman– 6-1 PG MN Spartans (MN) 2022
Long athletic PG, pushes tempo and gets ball to the open man, rebounds/defends, finisher in
transition and half court setting, handles with purpose doesn’t waste motion, 3-point range, good
feel for running the show an being a coach on the floor.
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5. Julian Brown 5-9 G Sean Kilpatrick Elite 2022
Shake and bake combo guard, good feel, passer and scorer, uses dribble to create for himself or
others, sneaky defender – reads passing lanes well, 3-point range, tough competitor, nice little
floater, good hesitation moves off the dribble.
6. Ryan Davis, 6-2 G/F Wellington Wolves (FL) 2022
Skilled point forward, can play the game, good athlete, strong, good feel for the game, good vision,
scores from all three levels, defends, active on glass, tough heady kid.
7. Kendall Blue, 6-4 F MN Spartans (MN) 2022
Long athletic forward, perimeter handle, slashing scorer, very active defender, quick end to end,
sneaky rebounder, 3-point range, excels in transition, coasted a little in pool play but took over in
bracket play.
8. Prince Aligibe, 6-4, F, MN Spartans (MN) 2022
Explosive forward, covers distance quickly with dribble, lots of bounce, rebounds/defends, runs
floor like a deer, pretty stroke at free throw line, finisher, and handles in transition, defends up or
down.
9. Antonio Sellers, 6-0, WG, NY Gauchos (NY) 2022
Good handle, growing into his body, scores with the dribble, nice little floater, mid-range stop and
pop, decent defender, has a little Kyle Anderson feel to his game.
10. Frederick Dilione 6-1, PG, Carolina Phenoms (NC) 2022
Athletic, 3-point range on jump shot, uses quickness to get into the lane to score, active on ball
defender, solid court vision, plays out of position on this team but projects point guard or a wing
guard.
10. Marquise Rice, 6-2, WF, Team Wall (NC) 2022
Strong athletic wing, handles, solid vision in transition, physical finisher at the rim,
defends/rebounds, slashing scorer, attacks with the dribble to score or dish, nice mid-range pull up,
Jahari Clemons, 6-1, F, Thunderstruck (FL) 2022
Strong athletic combo, consistent scorer from 2 levels, handles, uses dribble to score or create for
others, defends, high motor guy, played well.
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BEST OF THE REST
(Grade Base 7th Graders)
(Players listed alphabetically)
Jeremy Aldrich, 5-10+, G, Team Wall (NC) 2022
Lefty guard, knocks down the 3-pointer when set, decent handle.
Brewer Applegate, 6-0, F, Wellington Wolves (FL) 2022
Solid fundamentals, face up skills, baseline skills, active on defensive glass, solid passer in half court, solid
finish, 3-point range, with improved handle could become full time wing.
Joel Baez (W), 6-0 W Sean Kilpatrick Elite 2022
Athletic wing, solid handle in transition, slashing scorer, good passer off the dribble, good feel, does a lot of
little things, rebounds/defends, mid-range skills.
Deshawn Jean-Charles, 6-2, F, Go Hard Elite (FL) 2022
Long athletic forward, scores with his athleticism, defends up or down, some perimeter handle, good motor,
limited skill development to this point, and makes free throws, solid finisher.
Calvin Cooper, 5-9, G Thunderstruck (FL) 2022
Dribble dominant player, decent finish at the rim, defends, turnover prone when pressured.
Aaron Delince, 5-7 G Go Hard Elite (FL) 2022
Strong physical guard, 3-point range, active on glass, tough on ball defender, solid handle.
Kamal Francis, 5-9, WF 6th Man Warriors (MD) 2022
Quick athlete, more wing then guard, attacks with the dribble, defends, dribble dominant at times, thinks like
a scorer.
Dylan Frazier, 6-1, F, TSI Elite (TX) 2022
Burly post player who bangs/rebounds, solid hands and finish, limited athletically, physical defender.
Brandon Graves, 6-0, WF, Team Future (DE) 2022
Athletic baseline forward, gets tough buckets in the lane, solid handle in transition, physically strong player,
uses dribble to attack the rim, defends/rebounds.
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Hisha Givens, 6-0 F Go Hard Elite (FL) 2022
Athletic forward, baseline skills, active on defensive glass, coast at times.
Bradlee Haskell, 5-9+, PG, Carolina Phenoms (NC) 2022
Strong athlete, solid ball handler, decent floor vision, active rebounder from guard spot, good utility player,
needs to improve finish.
Barry Hardy, 5-7, WG, Carolina Cavs (NC) 2022
Long lanky framed wing guard who creates very well off the bounce; real matchup problem in isolationattacks well off the bounce when he faces up and flashes from the high post and wing.
Ka’mari Haston, 5-11, G/F, Wellington Wolves (FL 2022)
Athletic wing, lefty, slashing scorer, solid handle, active defender.
Jeff Howard, 6-2, G Nightrydas Elite (FL) 2022
Long athletic guard, handles, solid vision, scores with the dribble, nice little mid-range pull up, makes good
decisions in transition, shows catch and shoot ability and is a capable defender.
Nicholas Klaiber, 5’9 G Indiana Elite (IN) 2022
Solid guard skills, solid decision maker in transition, fits system, 3-point range, capable defender.
Camonte Lee, Jr. 5-9, 6th Man Warriors (MD) 2022
Athletic wing forward, bit of a tweener size wise, defends, adequate handler, active rebounder, slashing
scorer.
Joseph Legardye, 5-9, G, TSI Elite (TX) 2022
Quick active guard, 3-point range, slashing scorer off the dribble, solid on ball defender, solid handle in
transition, scorer’s mentality.
Jackson Logan 6-5, F, MN Spartans (MN) 2022
Long rangy forward, high/low skill set, stretch 4-man, face up 15 feet, smooth stroke at free throw line,
active on defensive glass, good footwork/low post pivot moves, added strength will really boost game,
willing defender.
Estaban Lluberes 5-8 G Go Hard Elite (FL) 2022
Attacking combo guard, 3-point range, decent drive and dish skills, nice looking stroke, handles, plays with a
lot of confidence, solid decision maker, plays with strength.
Anthony Lyles 5-3 PG Carolina Cavs (NC) 2022
Explosive guard off the dribble-constantly puts defenders on their heels with good speed and change of
direction-uses his speed and quickens to get into the lane and finishes well at the rim for easy baskets.
Caleb Mackrey, 5-8, G, Wellington Wolves (FL) 2022
Athletic guard, handles, plays through contact, solid finish in the lane, mid-range pull up off the dribble,
some PG skills, attacks the defense off the dribble.
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Francisco Mattei, 5-10, G, NY Gauchos (NY) 2022
Lefty guard, solid handle, strong athlete, nice stroke which extends to 3-point line.
Davon McKayhan, 6-2, WF Carolina Phenoms (NC) 2022
Ridiculous athleticism, 4 dunks in one game, defends up/down, active rebounder, handles, distributes,
scores with dribble, showed everything except consistent jumper, impressive athlete.
Joseph Medlon, 6’2 PF/C NY Gauchos (NY) 2022
Physical forward, strong hands, rebounds/defends, finisher at the rim, lacks vertical explosive but uses body
and strength to his advantage.
Jyshaun Melvin 5-9, PG Nightrydas Elite (FL) 2022
Attacks off the dribble, solid floor vision, and good on ball defender.
Jacob Newman 5-7 PG Team Loaded 704 (NC) 2022
Lightning quick lefty point guard with good speed and quickness; does a good job of changing direction and
speed with his dribble to attack and beat defenders off the dribble and attacks the basket to finish at the rim.
Cameran Oates 6-4, F, Team Wall (NC) 2022
Wide body post, good low post skill set, lacks vertical explosion but knows how to use his body to create
space to score, solid finish, defends/rebounds, strong hands,
Maurice Odom, 5-8, PG, NY Gauchos (NY) 2022
Quick active PG, solid drive and dish skills, can finish at the rim, good on the ball defender, spot up 3 point
range, nice little floater.
Nathaniel Sasser, 6-2, F Nightrydas Elite (FL) 2022
Athletic forward, active on the glass, finish in transition, high/low skills, lefty who defends and rebounds,
nose for the ball.
Aaron Small, 5-9+ CG Thunderstruck (FL) 2022
Little undersized for his skill set, strong athletic scorer, slasher who scores with quick moves to the rim,
active defender, solid mid-range shot.
Peter Suder 6’0 WF Indian Elite (IN) 2022
Fundamentally sound wing, solid handle, good passer within offensive structure, good feel, solid finish at
rim, 3-point range, nice floater, little more athletic than you think!
Nocholas Townsend, 6-1, F Sean Kilpatrick Elite 2022
Fundamentally sound forward, good hands/feet, runs floor well, good high/low passer, nose for the ball,
active on glass, finish at the rim.
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Willie Wilson, 5-10 G MN Spartans (MN) 2022
Athletic combo guard, 3-point range, finishes well in transition with either hand, tough on ball defender,
handles, solid decision maker.
Levertis Williams 6-0 F Go Hard Elite (FL) 2022
Athletic, skills from wing to baseline, slashing scorer who can also get buckets as a catch and finish guy,
defends/rebounds, 6’0” P3+
Tayvon Villanueva, 5-8, G, Team Future (DE) 2022
Strong, compact, guard who is very effective with the dribble; changes speed and direction well with the
dribble and gets into the lane with ease off dribble penetration.
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TOP 25 (14U) PLAYERS/PROSPECTS
1. Chibuike Ebube, 6-5, F, Kessel Heat Black (IL) 2020
Long/athletic, blocks everything, defends perimeter players, quick leaper, excellent spin/pivot
moves in the paint, finisher off the catch or with low post moves, big time impact on defensive end,
face up skills; 12-15 feet, super impressive!!!
2. Michael James, 6-4, WF, EITI (FL) 2020
Athletic, defends up and down, comfortable in the lane or on the perimeter, finishes in traffic with
both hands, good body control, , handles, distributes, point forward skill set, tough to stop off the
dribble, once he adds consistent range look out!!!
3. David Joplin 6-3, WF/SG, Ray Allen Select (WI) 2020
Scores around the rim, shows he can get drive to the basket with both hands, Shot the mid-range
well, plays both ends of the floor (chase down block and got deflections in transition, Finishes
through contact
4. Stephen Alexander III, 6’3+, SG, AET Elite (OK) 2020
Scores the ball from all 3 levels, defends up/down, active rebounder, deep 3-point range, solid floor
vision, handles look to be still growing, did everything for his team!!!
5. Dasean Lopez, 6-1, SG, New Jersey Soldiers (NJ) 2020
Handles, distributes, scores consistently from 2 levels, good decisions/instincts, defends multiple
positions, and finishes with both hands, point forward skill set, really showed off in bracket play and
the semi-finals.
6. Jerimiah Banister, 6-4, F, Florida Sons (FL) 2020
Long athletic player, good hands/footwork, needs to get stronger to improve finish in traffic, quick
leaper, blocks shots, active rebounder/defender, motor always in high gear, lots of upside.
7. Cameron Donegan, 5-8, PG, Memphis War Eagles (TN) 2020
Handles, super quick with the ball, strong/athletic, good vision, really good passer off the dribble on
the move, uses strength to finish plays at the rim, ball hawking defender, 3-point range.
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8. Taje’ Kelly, 6-4, F/C, GA Stars (GA) 2020
Good hands/footwork, strong frame, very smooth, catch and finish in the lane, active rebounder,
defends, not overly vertical but knows how to use his body to create scoring opportunities.
9. Trinity Bell 6-6, F/C, Alabama Lasers (AL) 2020
Rim protector, solid frame, Coordinated, Caught Oops in offensive set, uses size well to rebound
and alter shots...
10. Demetris Kates, 6-0, SG, GA Stars (GA) 2022
Athletic, combo guard skills, looks good in pick and roll setting, strokes the jumper to 3-point line,
handles, defends, uses strength/physicality well on both ends.
11. Michael Moore, 6’3, WF/G, Cold Blooded(TX) 2020
Long athletic performer, contest every shot, good hands, finishes plays at the rim and in transition,
must develop his middle game but can knock down the stationary shot to the 3-point line, plays
hard!!!
12. Cameron Palesse, 6-1, 1/2G, Ray Allen Select (WI) 2020
Athletic combo guard, long frame, good feel for the game, fundamentally sound, makes basketball
plays, point guard skills from the wing, plays with good pace.
13. Jamari McClendon, 5-10, 1/2G, IL. Jaguars (IL) 2020
Handles, dominates the ball, gets into the lane and finishes or dishes, very physical player, uses
body to initiate contact to draw fouls, smooth stroke at the free throw line, defends, scorer’s
mentality.
14. Alpha Bangura 6-4, F, NY Gauchos (NY) 2020
Very long, blocked or altered a lot of shots, can put the ball on the floor going right or left; Long
range Alpha has a chance to be a name to be reckon with.
15. Benjamin Nau (W), 5-11, PG, Ray Allen Select (WI) 2020
Sleek all around talented guard, plays with or without the ball, good decision maker, 3-point range,
solid handler. Possesses and excellent feel for the game.
16. Andre Smith 6-3, WF/G, ESBA (WV) 2020
Solid handle, created his own shots (step back, crossover), from the high-post showed patience
finding cutters for easy lay-ups.
17. Jordan Brown, 6-6, F, Georgia United (GA) 2020
Agile and developing young big; ran the floor extremely well; hit the boards; protected the rim and
sowed a soft touch around the basket…Offensive is a work in progress…If Jordan continues to
grow another 2 to 3 inches to his long rangy frame you could be looking at a potential dominate rim
protector.
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18. Amar Augillard, 6-1, WG, Kessell Heat Black (IL) 2020
Strong athletic performer, handles, distributes, scores with the dribble or mid-range shot, active
defender, active on the glass.
19. Avery Brown, 5-8, PG, NY Gauchos (NY) 2020
Tough ball handler and leader of the Gauchos fast-breaking offense; impress with his ability to
create for himself and for his teammates…Good looking a young PG to keep an eye on for the next
couple of years.
20. Davon Barnes, 6-0, 2/1G, Memphis War Eagle (TN) 2022
Perimeter handle, uses dribble to score the ball, defends, strong/athletic, 3-point range, excels in
the open court, and uses both hands well. Played well the last two days when it counted.
21. Deveon Thomas 6-6, F/C, Central Carolina (NC) 2020
Long, Agile, coordinated young pivot, scored around the rim, good hands. Had a high game of 29
points.
22. Donovan Draper, 5-11, SG, Wellington (FL) 2020
Slasher with 3-point range, nice little floater in the lane, solid handler, defends, knows how to score
the ball.
23. Tre’von Taylor, 5-9, 2/1G, Wellington (FL) 2020
Quick active combo guard, good floor vision, 3- point range, active defender, plays with nice pace,
distributes or scores effectively.
24. Kameron Parks, 6-1, Keystone Blazers (MA) 2020
Athletic forward, blocks shots, rebounds/defends, face up skills 12-15 feet, finishes through
contact, some perimeter handle, scores with quick moves in the lane or off the dribble.
25. Camden Easely, 6-5, F, EITI (FL) 2020
Long/athletic, keeps ball high, quick end to end, active on the glass, finish needs to become more
consistent but he cleans up a lot of his own misses, challenges shots- real presence on defense!!!
Wisler Sanon II 5-10, 2/1G, Team Walker (NJ) 2020
Athletic; Can post-up, Form looks good, scored from the low post and shot the ball well. Explosive,
step thru defenders, very fast, finishes at the basket. Had a high game of 36pts. Probably was the
leading scorer of the 14's.
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BEST OF THE REST
(Players listed alphabetically)
Avery Anderson 5-8, PG, South Jersey (NJ) 2020
Confident shooter who is comfortable shooting the perimeter jumper; range consist of 15-18 feet.
Solamanie Bambara, 6-2, WF/G, Keystone Blazeers (MA) 2020
Athletic forward, finish at the rim, runs the floor, defends, good hands, baseline skills, active rebounder.
David Benson 5-11, 2/1G, South Jersey (NJ) 2020
Can score off the bounce, no problem creating his own shots, made contested shots throughout the four day
event.
Joshua Blasquez, 5-8, Florida Sons (FL) 2020
Dribble dominant at times, solid floor vision, finisher at the rim, willing defender.
Makye Boles, 6-2, WF, Wellington (FL) 2020
Baseline skills, strong physical presence, great at establishing post position but right now finish is
inconsistent, defends/rebounds hard, can step out and defend perimeter positions, handle?
Demetrius Bowens-Washington, 6-2, Chattanooga Elite (TN) 2020
Uses length well passing lanes, has a motor and active.
Brandon Bryant, 5-7, PG, IL Jaguars (IL) 2020
Tough little guard, handles, active defender, 3-point shooter, and solid finisher off the dribble.
Tre Carroll, 6-3, WF/G, FL Future (FL) 2020
Athletic forward, spot up 3-point range, solid on the glass, defends, long frame, decent handle, lefty.
Starling Gaston-Chapman, 6-1, AET Elite (OK) 2020
Athletic, solid perimeter skills, defends, looked most comfortable in transition, mid-range pull up.
Bradley Collot 6-3, WF, Team Walker (NJ) 2020
Blocked a lot of shots, lefty; Worth mentioning for his defensive prowess.
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Romad Dean, 6-2, WF, Florida Sons (FL) 2020
Active baseline player, rebounds hard, finishes off the catch or with stick backs, challenges every shot,
quick end to end.
Kenneth Fields, 5-10, PG, NY Gauchos (NY) 2020
Solid knock down shooter; Quick release on jumper; showed he could create off the dribble and get to the
basket and score thru contact.
Marlo Fox, 5-10, AET Elite (OK) 2020
Spot up 3-point shooter, decent handle, defends.
Jarveil Gainey 5-11, SG, Wellington (FL) 2020
Long arms, patience, can handle the ball with both hands, hit jump shots (off the dribble, catch/shoot.
Donnell Harris, 6-0, SG, FL Lightning (FL) 2020
Athletic, slashing scorer, excels in transition, finisher, handles, defends, scores with the dribble effectively,
didn’t take a lot of perimeter shots.
W. Jackson Igou 5-8, PG, Chattanooga Elite (TN) 2020
Moves well without the ball and solid shooter, left hand needs work, made extra passes to create better
shots. Shows he can get to rim, Good athlete, Left hand suspect.
Harrison Ingram 6-2, G/F, RM5 Elite (TX) 2020
Good size, decent athlete, crashes glasses, good offensive rebounder.
Tolu Johnson, 6-1, F/G, IL Jaguars (IL) 2020
Active on the glass, baseline skills, defends up/down, finishes with both hands, quick end to end.
Kameron Jones, 5-10, PG, Memphis War Eagles (TN) 2020
Dribble happy guard who strokes the 3-pointer with deep range.
Giye Jenkins 5-6, PG, Georgia Stars (GA) 2020
Shows range, can score in traffic and in the open court.
Jacob Keys, 5-7, PG, Cold Blooded (TX) 2020
Strong/athletic, attacks with the dribble, solid finisher in the lane, good drive and dish skills, defends, 3-point
range.
Lukas Kim, 5-5, PG, Keystone Blazers (PA) 2020
Small feisty guard, tough finish at the rim, solid handler, 3-point range, consistently knocked down big shots
including game winner, tough competitor.
Taje Kelly 6-4, F, Georgia Stars (GA) 2020
Really good rebounder, keeps the ball high and gets a lot of second chance points.
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Jerome Latham, 6-2, WF, Ray Allen Select (WI) 2020
Strong hands, very sculpted physically, lots of physical/athletic skills but is still learning the game.
Trenton Lee, 6-0, SG, GA Stars (GA) 2020
Athletic, excels in transition, finish at the rim, defends, active rebounder, shaky handle under pressure.
Cameron Lewis, 5-7, PG, IL Jaguars (IL) 2020,
Athletic guard, active defender, decent handle; quickness and speed created a lot of problems for his
opponents.
Marcus Long II, 5-11, PG, Chattanooga Elite (TN) 2020
Good sized guard at, Finishes at the rim with both hands, Good at drawing contact.
Devin Martin 6-3, F, RM5 Elite (TX) 2020
Solid rebounder and athlete, dunks off one foot, reverse layup with both hands, did a great job closing out
on jump shooters.
Javian McCollum 5-8, PG, Florida Future (FL) 2020
Quick; excellent ball handler and passer.
Jordan Moore, 6-1, SG, Cold Blooded (TX) 2020
Athletic slasher, finish at the rim, 3-point range, defends, still developing the middle game.
Augustine Mulbah, 5’9+, Keystone Blazers (MA) 2020
Athletic/active guard, tough finisher in transition, attacks off the dribble, good on ball defender, solid handle.
Daniel Ortiz 6-0, 2/1G, Elfrid Payton Elite (LA) 2020
Made a couple jumpers but settles and relied too much on the jump shot, need to work on using his
quickness to keep constant pressure on his opponents.
Johnathan Paul, 6-1, F, Wellington (FL) 2020
Wide body post, physical defender, good passer from high post, active rebounder, lefty, makes free throws.
Jordan Pierre 6-1, WF, Team Walker (NJ) 2020
Strong upper body, rebounds, active baseline scorer and finisher in traffic.
Marcus Pierce 5-10, PG, Team Walker (NJ) 2020
Played the passing lanes and showed the quick hands get a couple steals that led to points for him and his
teammates…Solid defender
Nicholas Price 6-0, Atlanta Express (GA) 2020
Scores off the bounces, very confident, finishes in traffic, Solid floater, showed ability to make open jump
shots.
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Juan Reyna 5-10, PG, RM5 Elite (TX) 2020
Showed ability to shoot well, Form looks good; Comfortable scoring or being a facilitator.
Tanner Resch 5-11, 2/1G, Ray Allen Select (WI) 2020
Catch and shoot player but showed he can put the ball on the floor and hit runners off shot fakes.
Jamel Richardson, 5’9, PBG Starz (FL)2020
Scoring guard, nice floater in the lane, finish at the rim, ball hawking defender, strong/athletic confident
player.
Tyler Rice, 5-11, PG, Central Carolina (NC) 2020
Great speed with the ball. Runs the break; makes sound decisions; hits the pull-up J and stroke the 3.
Darius Runner, 6-3, WF, PBG Starz (FL) 2020
Long athletic player, needs to become a more consistent finisher but often rebounds his own misses for putbacks, defends, relying on his athleticism right now because he is still learning the game.
Ian Schieffelin 6-2, WF, Georgia Stars (GA) 2020
Solid rebounder, shot was not falling but form looks good. Long term, I like his chances of developing into
an intriguing prospect if he continues to work hard in the gym.
Xavier Scott, 5-9, PG, Wellington (FL) 2020
Solid PG skills, good post entry passer, plays with poise, handles, scores off the dribble, good floor leader,
tough defender, range?
Austin Shaw 6-0, 2/1G, Team Walker (NJ) 2020
Spot up shooter, likes to drive, and scores with both hands.
Jalen Smith, 5-10 PG, EITI (FL)
Athletic, handles, knocks down the 3-point shot.
Yohance Smith, 6-1, PBG Starz (FL) 2020
Athletic slasher with finish, decent handler, active defender, 3-point range, nose for the ball.
Carlos Stewart 5-8, SG, Elfrid Payton Elite (LA) 2022
Created contact on jump shots to draw fouls, got a couple steals that led to fast break layups for him.
Yamere Walker 6-2, WF, Team Walker (NJ) 2020
Aggressive scoring guard who is comfortable scoring from anywhere on the floor and in a variety of ways on
the offensive end of the floor. Showed a nice good left-hand floater as well.
Lamarcus White, 5-8, PG, Cold Blooded (TX) 2020
Play hard little guard, scores off the dribble, tricky handler, shake and bake skills to dish or score, defends.
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Jakobe Walker 5-7, PG Elfrid Payton Elite (LA) 2020
Super quick scoring little guard; at his best in the open court scoring off penetration; hitting the 15-17-foot
jumper and got in the lane and made plays for his teammates on both ends of the floor.
Ahmod Watkin, 6-2, WF, FL Future (FL) 2020
Stop and pop mid-range shot, 3-point range, scores with the dribble effectively, finishes through contact,
defends up/down, skilled offensively.
Dylan Woods, 6-1, WF, Memphis War Eagles (TN) 2020
Athletic forward, bouncy, defends/rebounds hard, lefty, finisher at the rim, strong, a bit undersized for his
skill set right now.
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